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…requires a plan with multiple strategies in order to reduce risk, minimize taxes, 
offset inflation, and maximize income. For this very reason, we have developed our 
proprietary process. The SOLVE FORMula™ is a process designed to put every piece of 
the retirement puzzle together so that you can have the complete picture. It's also a 
fluid and dynamic process ensuring that wealth management and risk management 
are in complete harmony.
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Our primary objective is to remove the mystery for our clients so they can look forward to their retirement with 
anticipation rather than apprehension. The SOLVE FORMula™ is a process designed to put every piece of the retirement 
puzzle together so you can see the complete picture.

STRATEGIZE
First and foremost, we sit with our clients to STRATEGIZE. 
We ask a lot of questions and do a lot of listening. Our 
client’s voice in this process is both critical and valued.

OPTIMIZE

After gaining a thorough understanding of our clients’ unique 
situation and goals, we begin to organize them in a strategy 
that is OPTIMIZED for their particular situation. As the design 
process unfolds, each piece is brought into focus so that our 
clients can finally see the complete picture.

LIGHTEN

Reduce the complexities of tomorrow’s financial matters. Our 
clients remain confident we've employed ample strategies for 
reducing risk, minimizing taxes, off-setting inflation, and 
maximizing income.

VERIFY

Perhaps the most important part of our process is to VERIFY. 
We understand financial planning is a fluid and dynamic 
process and that regular, systematic reviews and adjustments 
are required in order to ensure that wealth management and 
risk management are in complete harmony.

ENGAGE/EVOLVE

As life unfolds, we realize that we may need to ENGAGE the 
services of other professionals such as Accountant, Tax 
Strategists, and Estate Planning Attorneys. We also know that 
as our clients and families’ needs EVOLVE over time, their 
financial plan may need to evolve as well. We embrace this 
process as it brings our clients clarity, comfort, and confidence.


